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Abstract
is document proposes to encode in the Unicode standard a number of additional
characters (“Typicon symbols”) used to indicate levels of liturgical solemnity in Church
Slavonic printed texts of two religious communities in Russia and Ukraine. is document
has been revised based on comments received at the UTC meeting on July 28, 2015.
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Introduction

e Typicon – a liturgical book used in the Russian Orthodox Church and other Eastern Orthodox and Byzantine Catholic Churches – contains liturgical instructions and rubrical information for divine services. In order to allow a user to quickly determine the structure of
a liturgical service for a given day, the Typicon uses a number of rubrical symbols (“typicon
symbols”) to indicate diﬀerent levels of solemnity. e creation of the system of Typicon symbols is aributed to the 11ᵗʰ century Byzantine liturgist Nicon of the Black Mountain (Mansvetov (1885); see also: Beneshevich (1917) and Allison (2000)). e symbols currently used in the
liturgical books of the Russian Orthodox Church have been encoded in the Unicode standard
(see Shardt and Andreev (2009) and Andreev et al. (2010)). However, a number of other systems of Typicon symbols do exist. In this document, the authors propose to encode characters
from two such additional systems.
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Syrnikov System

e ﬁrst system considered in this proposal is used by the Russian liturgist Nikita Syrnikov in
his book Ключ к церковному уставу (Klyuch k tserkovnomu ustavu – “Key to the Church Typicon”) published in 1910 and recently reprinted in Moscow in 1998 (Syrnikov, 1910). Syrnikov
was a member of the Russian Yedinoverie community, and the book is intended as a practi*
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cal liturgical guide for Yedinoverie parishes.¹ e system used by Syrnikov is clearly derived
from more archaic systems of Typicon symbols aributed to St. Gennadius, Archbishop of
Novgorod (ﬂ. c. 1500). e archaic marks (окозрительные пометы – “glancing marks”) will
be considered by the authors in a separate proposal.
e system of Nikita Syrnikov uses 46 characters. However, many of these characters are
already available in the Unicode standard at various codepoints. We propose for encoding
only such characters that are not already available. Because Syrnikov’s book continues to be
popular among members of the Yedinoverie community, there is a need for its digital storage
and presentation, and thus we request that these symbols be added to the Unicode standard.

2.1

Symbols Proposed for Encoding

is section details the symbols of the Syrnikov system proposed for encoding. e repertoire
of the proposed characters is summarized in Table 1.
2.1.1

Inverted Low Kavyka

is character is used by Syrnikov to indicate an Alleluia service for a saint. is character
consists of an upside-down Cyrillic Kavyka. However, unlike U+A67E CYRILLIC KAVYKA, it
occurs inline, rather than raised, and never as a superscript; see the usage in Figure 1, where
the Church Slavonic text reads г҃  прпбⷣномꙋ са́вѣ.
is character is similar in graphical appearance to two other characters already available in Unicode: U+1D16 (Latin Small Leer Top Half O) and U+25E0 (Upper Half Circle).
However, it is a distinct character because of its diﬀerent vertical position. In addition, the
Script property of U+1D16 is set to Latin, while this character occurs in Cyrillic texts, and
the Line Breaking property of U+1D16 is set to AL (alphabetic) whereas the Line Breaking
property of this character should be set to BA (Break Aer). Moreover, unlike U+25E0, this
is a punctuation symbol (an inverted Kavyka), not a geometric shape. We propose to encode
this character in the Supplemental Punctuation block.
Figure 1: Use of Inverted Low Kavyka (boxed in red); source: Syrnikov (1910, f. 6r).

2.1.2

Inverted Low Kavyka with Kavyka Above

is character is used by Syrnikov to indicate a service with a Kontakion (with no accompanying Œcos) and lacking a Troparion.² is character occurs inline and never as a superscript.
Although it is approximately equivalent to the above character (Inverted Low Kavyka) and a
¹e “Old Ritualists” (sometimes called “Old Believers”) did not accept the liturgical and philological reforms
under Patriarch Nikon (1652-1666) and Patriarch Joasaph II (1667-1672) and continue to use the liturgical texts
printed in the Russian Orthodox Church prior to these reforms. In the 19ᵗʰ century, some Old Ritualists, called
Yedinovertsy (adherents of Yedinoverie, literally “the one faith movement”) reunited with the mainline Russian
Orthodox Church, but continue to use the pre-reformed liturgical practices; they print their own liturgical books
in Church Slavonic, distinct from the books used by the mainline Russian Orthodox Church.
²e words “Troparion”, “Kontakion”, “Œcos”, “Exapostilarion” refer to genres of variable hymnography
chanted in the Byzantine Rite for various commemorations.
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combining Cyrillic Kavyka (U+A67C), it is best not to decompose this character. e usage of
this character is demonstrated in Figure 2, where the text reads з҃  а҆нто́нїю. We propose to
encode this character in the Supplemental Punctuation block.
Figure 2: Use of Inverted Low Kavyka with Kavyka Above (boxed in red); source: ibid.

2.1.3

Low Kavyka

is character is used by Syrnikov to indicate a service with a Troparion and Kontakion (without Œcos). It is graphically similar to U+02D8 BREVE and U+A67E CYRILLIC KAVYKA; however, unlike those characters, it occurs midline, not raised, as can be seen in Figure 3 (the text
reads: є҃і ). If this character occurs as a combining variant, (for example: і꙼), the existing
combining character U+A67C COMBINING CYRILLIC KAVYKA should be used. We propose
to encode this character in the Supplemental Punctuation block.
Figure 3: Use of Low Kavyka (boxed in red); source: ibid.

2.1.4

Low Kavyka with Dot

is character is used by Syrnikov to indicate a service with a Troparion and Kontakion with
Œcos. Graphically, it is composed from the above character, Low Kavyka, and a dot, as can be
seen in Figure 4 (the text reads: а҃ ). is character also occurs as a combining character, for
example: і꙼̇; the combining version should be decomposed as U+A67C COMBINING CYRILLIC
KAVYKA and U+0307 COMBINING DOT ABOVE. We propose to encode this character in the
Supplemental Punctuation block.
Figure 4: Use of Low Kavyka with Dot (boxed in red); source: ibid.

2.1.5

Combining Kavyka Above Right and Combining Kavyka Above Le

ese two characters are used to indicate various rubrics for chanting the Beatitudes Troparia
at the Typica or the Divine Liturgy services. e kavyki are used as combining characters
positioned to the right or to the le of the base character, and may occur together with a
Combining Dot Above (either on the right or the le) and a Combining Cyrillic Titlo, as
can be seen in Figure 5. We propose that the necessary sequences should be composed by
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entering the base character, followed by the necessary combining characters in vertical order. To prevent canonical reordering, where necessary, the character U+034F COMBINING
GRAPHEME JOINER may be inserted. For example, the sequence in the le panel of Figure 5 may be inpued as: Base Character, Combining Kavyka Above Le, U+034F COMBINING GRAPHEME JOINER, U+0483 COMBINING CYRILLIC TITLO. We propose to encode the
Combining Kavyka Above Le and the Combining Kavyka Above Right in the Combining
Diacritical Marks Supplement block.
Figure 5: Use of Kavyka above Le (boxed in red) and Kavyka above Right (boxed in blue); source:
ibid.

2.1.6

Combining Dot Above Le

e combining kavyki presented above may also occur together with combining dots positioned on the right or the le above the base character. is usage is demonstrated in Figure 6.
While Unicode includes U+0358 COMBINING DOT ABOVE RIGHT, a Combining Dot Above
Le has not been encoded. We propose to encode such a character in the Combining Diacritical Marks Supplement block. Note that the encoding of this character may introduce an
ambiguity in the spelling of U+2A84 GREATER-THAN OR SLANTED EQUAL TO WITH DOT
ABOVE LEFT, which should be considered by the Unicode Technical Commiee. Note that
in Figures 6 and 5, the kavyki and dots may appear to balance incorrectly over a character or
two characters; this is a typographical defect.
Figure 6: Use of Combining Dots above Le (boxed in red) and above Right (boxed in blue); source:
ibid.

2.1.7

Combining Wide Inverted Bridge Below

is is a combining character used by Syrnikov to indicate that a double service has a common
Exapostilarion. As can be seen from Figure 7, the character appears below a Cyrillic leer or
another Typicon symbol (the text in the graphic reads ти́тꙋ ⧟ ). is character is unique; it is
wider than U+033A COMBINING INVERTED BRIDGE BELOW and has diagonal ascenders.
Figure 7: Use of Combining Wide Inverted Bridge Below (boxed in red); source: ibid.
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2.1.8

Double Staed Comma

is character consists of two vertically stacked commas. It is used by Syrnikov to indicate
that a particular commemoration has no liturgical service, as can be seen from Figure 8 (the
text reads as in: мчн҃цамъ ). We propose to encode this character in the Supplemental Punctuation block.
Figure 8: Use of Double Stacked Comma (boxed in red); source: ibid.

2.1.9

Downward Facing Hook

is unique character is used by Syrnikov to indicate that a day falls during the period of
a Forefeast or Aerfeast, but that the Octoechos is chanted. Its usage is demonstrated in
Figure 9 (the text reads: а҃ ). ere are no similar characters in the Unicode standard, and so
we propose to encode this character in the Supplemental Symbols and Pictographs block.
Figure 9: Use of Downward Facing Hook (boxed in red); source: ibid.

2.1.10

Downward Facing Hook with Dot

is character is used by Syrnikov to indicate that for a day during the period of a Forefeast
or Aerfeast (with the Octoechos), the Kontakion for the Forefeast is appointed aer Ode 3 of
the Canon and the Kontakion for the saint is appointed aer Ode 6 of the Canon. is usage
is demonstrated in Figure 10, where the text reads л҃а . We propose to encode this character
in the Supplemental Symbols and Pictographs block.
Figure 10: Use of Downward Facing Hook with Dot (boxed in red); source: ibid.

2.1.11

Downward Facing Noted Hook

is character, which complements the above two characters, is used by Syrnikov to indicate
that a day falls during the period of a Forefeast or Aerfeast and the Octoechos is not chanted.
Its usage is demonstrated in Figure 11, where the text reads д҃ . ere are no similar characters
in the Unicode standard, and so we propose to encode this character in the Supplemental
Symbols and Pictographs block.
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Figure 11: Use of Downward Facing Notched Hook (boxed in red); source: ibid.

2.1.12

Downward Facing Noted Hook with Dot

is character is used by Syrnikov to indicate that a day falls during the period of a Forefeast or
Aerfeast, the Octoechos is not chanted, and Kontakia are available for both the saint and the
Feast. e dot may appear in either black or red, and its color indicates the order of chanting
the Kontakia. When the dot appears in black, the Kontakion for the Feast is chanted aer Ode
3 of the Canon and the Kontakion for the saint – aer Ode 6. When the dot appears in red, the
order of Kontakia is reversed. Since color distinctions have not been made for other Typicon
symbols encoded in Unicode (for example, U+1F543 may appear in either red or black, and
the distinction in color carries semantic meaning), we propose to leave the handling of color
to markup in this case also, and to encode only one general form of this character in the
Supplemental Symbols and Pictographs block.
Figure 12: Use of Downward Facing Notched Hook with Dot; note that the Dot may occur in black
(boxed in red) or in red (boxed in blue) source: ibid.
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Dolnitsky System

e second system of symbols considered in this proposal is used in the Typicon of Isidore
Dolnitsky (Lwów, 1899), a Ukrainian Greek Catholic priest and liturgical scholar (Dolnitsky,
1899). is Typicon was wrien for, and is used by, Byzantine Catholic religious communities, predominantly in Ukraine.³ e Typicon symbols used by Dolnitsky are presented in
Figure 13. Note that while some of these symbols do bear a graphical similarity to the Typicon symbols encoded in Unicode earlier, they are nonetheless diﬀerent. In particular the sixth
symbol is a circled Cross Formée, not a a circled Cross Pommée (like existing U+1F540). e
Cross Formée itself has been encoded in Unicode as U+2720 MALTESE CROSS. We propose
to encode these symbols in the Supplemental Symbols and Pictographs block. e symbols,
their appearances, and proposed names are indicated in Table 2. We propose that these symbols be encoded in order of decreasing solemnity for ease of collation (the same ordering has
been implemented for the Typicon symbols at U+1F540 through U+1F544).
³e Greek Catholics or Byzantine Catholics are Christians who maintain communion with the Roman
Catholic Church but retain the usage of the Byzantine Rite used by the Eastern Orthodox Churches.
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Table 1: Proposed characters from the system of Nikita Syrnikov

Cdpt Disp Name
Combining Diacritical Marks Supplement
1DF6
◌
Combining Kavyka Above
Right
1DF7
◌
Combining Kavyka Above
Le
1DF8
◌
Combining Dot Above Le
1DF9
◌
Combining Wide Inverted
Bridge Below
Supplemental Punctuation
2E45

Inverted Low Kavyka
2E46

Inverted Low Kavyka with
Kavyka Above
2E47

Low Kavyka
2E48

Low Kavyka with Dot
2E49

Double Stacked Comma
Supplemental Symbols and Pictographs
1F908

Downward Facing Hook
1F909

Downward Facing Notched
Hook
1F90A

Downward Facing Hook with
Dot
1F90B

Downward Facing Notched
Hook with Dot

Usage
Indicates rubrics for Beatitudes
Indicates rubrics for Beatitudes
Indicates rubrics for Beatitudes
Indicates a joint Exapostilarion

Indicates an Alleluia service
Indicates the presence of a Kontakion
Indicates the presence of a Kontakion
Indicates the presence of a Kontakion
and Œcos
Indicates the absence of a service
Indicates a Forefeast or Aerfeast
Indicates a Forefeast or Aerfeast
Indicates a Forefeast or Aerfeast
Indicates a Forefeast or Aerfeast

Figure 13: Symbols used in the Typicon of Isidore Dolnitsky, Lwów, 1899, p. 540.
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Table 2: Proposed characters from the Typicon of Isidore Dolnitsky

Cdpt Disp
1F900

1F901



1F902



1F903



1F904



1F905



1F906
1F907
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Name
Function
CIRCLED CROSS FORMEE WITH FOUR DOTS Indicates a Feast of the Lord
with an Aerfeast
CIRCLED CROSS FORMEE WITH TWO DOTS Indicates a Feast of the
eotokos with Aerfeast
CIRCLED CROSS FORMEE
Indicates a Vigil-ranked service
LEFT HALF CIRCLE WITH FOUR DOTS
Indicates a doxology-ranked
service
LEFT HALF CIRCLE WITH THREE DOTS
Indicates a six-stichera service
LEFT HALF CIRCLE WITH TWO DOTS
Indicates a simple service
with lessons at the Liturgy
LEFT HALF CIRCLE WITH DOT
Indicates a simple service
LEFT HALF CIRCLE
Indicates an Alleluia service

Proposed Additional Annotations on Two Characters

We also propose to edit annotations on two existing characters. e ﬁrst character, U+29DF
DOUBLE-ENDED MULTIMAP bears the same graphical appearance as the character used
by Syrnikov to indicate a double service. (See Figure 14). Instead of encoding an additional
character – Unicode already includes similar looking characters U+26AF UNMARRIED PARTNERSHIP SYMBOL and U+1F73A ALCHEMICAL SYMBOL FOR ARSENIC – we propose to
use the existing U+29DF codepoint for the Syrnikov symbol for a double service. We propose
to add an annotation to this symbol to read “Also used as an Orthodox typicon symbol”. is
annotation would parallel the existing annotations on U+1F540 through U+1F544.
Figure 14: e use of the symbol U+29DF DOUBLE-ENDED MULTIMAP (boxed in red) to indicate a
double service. Source: Syrnikov, op. cit..

We also propose to add a cross-reference to U+0358 COMBINING DOT ABOVE RIGHT
to refer to the proposed character U+1DF8 COMBINING DOT ABOVE LEFT, since these two
characters will be located in discontiguous blocks of the Unicode codespace.
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Summary of Characters and their Properties

e following information is proposed for addition to UnicodeData.txt.

5.1

Combining Diacritical Marks Supplement

1DF6; COMBINING KAVYKA ABOVE RIGHT;Mn ;232; NSM ;;;;; N ;;;;;
1DF7; COMBINING KAVYKA ABOVE LEFT;Mn ;228; NSM ;;;;; N ;;;;;
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1DF8; COMBINING DOT ABOVE LEFT;Mn ;228; NSM ;;;;; N ;;;;;
1DF9; COMBINING WIDE INVERTED BRIDGE BELOW ;Mn ;220; NSM ;;;;; N ;;;;;

5.2

Supplemental Punctuation

2E45; INVERTED LOW KAVYKA ;Po ;0; ON ;;;;;N;;;;;
2E46; INVERTED LOW KAVYKA WITH KAVYKA ABOVE;Po ;0; ON ;;;;; N ;;;;;
2E47;LOW KAVYKA ;Po ;0; ON ;;;;;N;;;;;
2E48;LOW KAVYKA WITH DOT;Po ;0; ON ;;;;;N ;;;;;
2E49; DOUBLE STACKED COMMA;Po ;0; ON ;;;;; N;;;;;

5.3

Supplemental Symbols and Pictographs

1F900; CIRCLED CROSS FORMEE WITH FOUR DOTS;So ;0; ON ;;;;; N ;;;;;
1F901; CIRCLED CROSS FORMEE WITH TWO DOTS;So ;0; ON ;;;;; N ;;;;;
1F902; CIRCLED CROSS FORMEE ;So ;0; ON ;;;;; N ;;;;;
1F903;LEFT HALF CIRCLE WITH FOUR DOTS;So ;0; ON ;;;;; N ;;;;;
1F904;LEFT HALF CIRCLE WITH THREE DOTS;So ;0; ON ;;;;; N ;;;;;
1F905;LEFT HALF CIRCLE WITH TWO DOTS;So ;0; ON ;;;;; N ;;;;;
1F906;LEFT HALF CIRCLE WITH DOT;So ;0; ON ;;;;; N ;;;;;
1F907;LEFT HALF CIRCLE ;So ;0; ON ;;;;;N ;;;;;
1F908; DOWNWARD FACING HOOK;So ;0; ON ;;;;; N;;;;;
1F909; DOWNWARD FACING NOTCHED HOOK;So ;0; ON ;;;;; N ;;;;;
1F90A; DOWNWARD FACING HOOK WITH DOT;So ;0; ON ;;;;; N ;;;;;
1F90B; DOWNWARD FACING NOTCHED HOOK WITH DOT;So ;0; ON ;;;;; N ;;;;;
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Summary of Proposed Annotations

e following information is proposed for addition to (or modiﬁcation in) NamesList.txt:
0358

COMBINING DOT ABOVE RIGHT
* Latin transliterations of the Southern Min dialects of Chinese
x ( combining dot above left - 1DF8)

1DF6

COMBINING KAVYKA ABOVE RIGHT
x ( combining Cyrillic kavyka - A67C)

1DF7

COMBINING KAVYKA ABOVE LEFT
x ( combining Cyrillic kavyka - A67C)

1DF8

COMBINING DOT ABOVE LEFT
x ( combining dot above right - 0358)

1DF9

COMBINING WIDE INVERTED BRIDGE BELOW
x ( combining inverted bridge below - 033A)

29 DF

DOUBLE - ENDED MULTIMAP
* Also used as an Orthodox Typicon symbol
x ( multimap - 22B8)
x ( alchemical symbol for arsenic - 1F73A)

2E47

LOW KAVYKA
x ( Cyrillic kavyka - A67E)

1F902

CIRCLED CROSS FORMEE
x (2720 Maltese cross)
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Script and Line Breaking Properties of Proposed Characters

e Script property of characters to be added to the Supplemental Punctuation block should
be set to Common. Even though the Kavyka is a Church Slavonic symbol, it may be used
in other contexts than the Cyrillic script. e Script property of the proposed combining
characters should be set to Inherited. e script property of the characters proposed for
addition to the Supplemental Symbols and Pictographs block should be set to Common.
We propose that the characters to be encoded in the Supplemental Punctuation block have
the line breaking property of Break After. e characters destined for the Supplemental Symbols and Pictographs block, which act like leer-like symbols, should have the line
breaking property of AL. e following data are proposed for addition to LineBreak.txt:
1DF6 ..1 DF9;CM
# Mn
2E45 ..2 E49;BA
# Po
1F900 ..1 F90B;AL # So
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